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Their course of love will not be a smooth one. Rodrigo has meanwhile asked the King to be able to fight in a duel against an opponent for the
conquest of a city. This fight for Calahorra is one of the most memorable action sequences evercommitted to film. And frankly, I give thismovie a
capitol D for drama! Synopsis The fabled Spanish hero Rodrigo Diaz a. When one king challenges El Cid's monarch, Heston volunteers to fight to
thedeath to determine the fate of the city of Calahorra, and at the same timevindicate himself of the treason he was accused of by Loren'sfather.
Frank, Philip Yordan, Diego Fabbri, Basilio Franchina Producer Samuel Bronston Executive producer Robert Haggiag Production house Dear
film, Samuel Bronston Productions Inc. This was the kind of film that 70mm was madefor.
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Synopsis The fabled Spanish hero Rodrigo Diaz a. El Cid overcomes a family vendetta and court intrigue to defend Christian Spain against the
Moors. Seriouslly, its that good. I am very particular about my movies. There has to be good story,characters, action, cinematography and
attention to detail andauthenticity. El Cid has all this and more. The characters are compelling and real,both noble and craven. Costumes
seemauthentic, and there is plenty of action for all so long as you don'tmind the long periods of drama between them. And frankly, I give thismovie
a capitol D for drama! This is the kind of classic epic that moves you emotionally and drawsyou in, you feel for the characters and are awed by the
events. It is a classic. This was the kind of film that 70mm was madefor. Charlton Heston is Rodrigo de Bivar, and Sophia Loren is his
legendarylove, Chimene. Their course of love will not be a smooth one. When he killsher father as a matter of honor, she vows vengeance and sets
in motion theseries of events which will forever change their lives. The ChristianSpaniards are ruled by local kingdoms each vying for rule of the
nation. When one king challenges El Cid's monarch, Heston volunteers to fight to thedeath to determine the fate of the city of Calahorra, and at the
same timevindicate himself of the treason he was accused of by Loren'sfather. This fight for Calahorra is one of the most memorable action
sequences evercommitted to film. It opens with Miklos Rozsa's heraldic fanfare as the twoknights take their places on the jousting field. The two
kings watch fromeither side. The ensuing duel is brutal with a predictable, but decisiveoutcome. The lovers are eventually married, but only to be
separated again as El Cidis called to protect Spain from the maraudingMoors swarming across the Mediterranean from Africa. The Spanish
Moors joinwith the Cid to take the city of Valencia where the enemy will attack. It ishere that one of the great battle scenes takes place, actually
filmed in theshadow of the walled city of Peniscola on the coast of Spain. The twoarmiescharge eachother in a cacaphony of horses, shouts and
Rozsa's rousingmusical score. The sky is darkened by the thousands of flying arrowsstreaking across to the enemy. This is the kind of movie that
they justdon't make anymore. The final sequence shows the eerie onslaught of the Spanish army lead by thefallen El Cid strapped to his steed and
causing the Moors to flee in terrorat his seeming resurrection. Rozsa's organ music swells as El Cid rides into the sunset along thedeserted beach
and into immortality. It was then released on video. The superbCriterion laserdisc version contains the full Technirama letterboxed imageand a
restored mult-channel soundtrack in Dolby Digital. An excellentsupplementary section has interviews with Charlton Heston and others. However,
Anthony Mann has nothing to beashamed of.
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I am very particular about my movies. Rozsa's organ music swells as El Cid rides into the sunset along thedeserted beach and into immortality.
Synopsis The fabled Spanish hero Rodrigo Diaz a. The ChristianSpaniards are ruled by local kingdoms each vying for rule of the nation. Valencia
can not stand another siege. When he killsher father as a matter of honor, she vows vengeance and sets in motion theseries of events which will
forever change their lives. An excellentsupplementary section has interviews with Charlton Heston and others. The characters are compelling and
real,both noble and craven. Rodrigo at the head of his men, sows terror in the enemy camp, but an arrow hits him in the chest. The ensuing duel is
brutal with a predictable, but decisiveoutcome. During the night the Cid dies. The twoarmiescharge eachother in a cacaphony of horses, shouts and
Rozsa's rousingmusical score.
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There has to be good story,characters, action, cinematography and attention to detail andauthenticity. The Moors, terrified by the appearance of
the invincible figure, flee to the sea. An excellentsupplementary section has interviews with Charlton Heston and others. In front of the city, many
Mori warriors have landed. Rodrigo has meanwhile asked the King to be able to fight in a duel against an opponent for the conquest of a city.
During the night the Cid dies. The characters are compelling and real,both noble and craven.
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El Cid has all this and more. This was the kind of film that 70mm was madefor. When he killsher father as a matter of honor, she vows vengeance
and sets in motion theseries of events which will forever change their lives.

Rozsa's organ music el cid 1961 torrent download as El Cid rides into the sunset along thedeserted beach and into immortality. El Cid overcomes
a family vendetta and court intrigue to defend Christian Spain against the Moors. The characters are compelling and real,both noble and craven.
Time passes and the dead King is succeeded by his three sons who fight each other for the conquest of absolute power. Rodrigo passes the test
and the King proclaims his champion recognizing him innocent of the accusation of treason. The sky is darkened by the thousands of flying
arrowsstreaking across to the enemy. During the night the Cid dies. It opens with Miklos Rozsa's heraldic fanfare as the twoknights take their
places on the jousting field. Distribution Italy Dear film Photography Robert Krasker Editing Robert Lawrence Special effects Jack Erickson, Alex
Weldon Music by MiklÃ³s RÃ³zsa, Carlo Savina Interpreters and characters Charlton Heston: El Cid Rodrigo DÃaz de Bivar Sophia Loren:
Jimena Raf Vallone: ââConte OrdÃ³Ã±ez Page GeneviÃ¨ve: Princess Urraca John Fraser: Prince Alfonso Gary Raymond: Prince Sancho Hurd
Hatfield: Arias Douglas Wilmer: Moutamin Herbert Lom: Ben Yossuf Massimo Serato: Fanez Frank Thring: Al Kadir Michael Hordern: Don
Diego Andrew Cruickshank: Count Gormaz Rosalba Neri: Fausto Tozzi: Carlo Giustini: The young Rodrigo, accused of treason, must defend
himself before the King. Generale ID univoco : 236785119954767569277668665237370993578
0xB22327C1204AC64C8D3FC3E93AFA7BAA Nome completo : El Cid 1961 Ita Eng. And frankly, I give thismovie a capitol D for drama.
The two kings watch fromeither side.

